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August 2,1996 

MEMORANDUM FOR: Chief Executive Officers 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: OTS’ Customer SarvicZPlan f& Legal Opinions 

I am pleased to distribute OTS’ Customer Service Plan for Legal Opinions. We devel- 
oped the plan to set measurable standards for providing guidance to thrift institutions 
on legal issues affecting their operations. The function that the Chief Counsel’s Office 
performs in this area is two-fold. 

1) We are available to point to existing legal guidance on thrift powers and operations 
to assist your institution in meeting its competitive challenges. We answer most inquir- 
ies within a few days by identifying existing precedent that covers the question. 

2) If we have not previously addressed an issue bearing on thrift operations, we pro- 
vide a formal opinion letter stating the agency’s interpretation of statutes and regula- 
tions as they apply to the facts presented by the requester. Although a much smaller 
number of requests fall within this category, they often involve novel questions of law 
with industry-wide implications. To respond to these requests we must do considerable 
research and may need additional information from the requester to understand the full 
import of the question presented. We must also consult with OIS policy and supervi- 
sory staff and sometimes with other agencies. Because 05 the inherent complexity and 
implications of the questions presented, it may take two to three months to provide 
appropriate advice. This opinion function differs from that performed by private coun- 
sel. In fact, it is usually private counsel who send us these requests because the law in 
the area is unclear and they want a definitive statement of the law for their client. 

Our Plan sets up a process designed to get you the advice you need as quickly as pos- 
sible and to ensure that supervisory staff are aware of your needs. We will be tracking 
our compliance with the standards and will be surveying requesters for suggestions on 
improvements to the process. I would welcome your feedback as well. If you have any 
questions or comments, I can be reached at (202) 906-6251, FAX (202) 9067606, or Inter- 
net “carolyn.buck@ots.treas.gov.” 

RESCINDED

jennifer.hales
Text Box
Any attachments to this document are rescinded only as they relate to national banks and federal savings associations.
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